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Abstract. We consider the 4-dimensional g-state pure gauge Potts model. For
q large enough, we give a new proof of the existence of a unique coupling
constant βt, where a first order phase transition occurs. Moreover we prove the
following new results: The string tension is discontinuous at βt, the Wilson
parameter exhibits at βt a direct transition from an area law decay (quark
confinement) to a perimeter law decay (quark deconfinement).

1. Introduction

The g-state Potts lattice gauge model was introduced by Kogut [8], according to
Wilson's formulation of gauge theories on a lattice [9]. This model was considered
as a natural extension of the Ising lattice gauge model, treated by several authors
(see [10] and references therein). Still now there exist a great deal of rigorous
results on the deconfining phase transition for the pure gauge Ising model in
dimension d^3[ll,12] and for the £7(1) model defined with the Wilson's action in
[14-16]. Also Monte-Carlo experiments were proposed for the Ising gauge model
in [17,18].

Concerning the 4-dimensional Potts pure gauge model there were some
previous results on its phase diagram in [8]. An improvement of the results
obtained in [8] was suggested in [19] by using a perturbative cluster expansion.
However topological problems inherent to the 4-d Potts gauge model were not
elucidated, this was emphasized by Aizenman and Frόhlich in [20].

In both its scalar and gauge formulations the Potts model gives rise to great
investigations. For q large enough it exhibits a first order phase transition either in
dimension d^2 for the scalar model or for the gauge model in dimension d^3.
Namely, there exists a transition point where ordered phases coexist with a
"disordered" one as proved in [1] by using Reflexion positivity [2]. Later a
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